Abstract. Given square matrices B and B 0 with a poset-indexed block structure (for which an ij block is zero unless i j), when are there invertible matrices U and V with this required-zero-block structure such that UBV = B 0 ?
Introduction introduction
Let R be a principal ideal domain, let P = f1; : : :; Ng be a nite poset, and let M P denote the set of square matrices B over R with a xed N N block structure for which an ij block is zero unless i j. (Some in nite matrices are allowed; complete de nitions are in Section definitions 2.) Let GL P be the invertible matrices in M P and let SL P be those invertible matrices for which each diagonal block has determinant 1. We say matrices B; B 0 in M P are GL P equivalent (or just equivalent) if there exist U; V in GL P such that UBV = B 0 . We say they are SL P equivalent if if there exist U; V in SL P such that UBV = B 0 . In this paper we classify matrices in M P up to GL P equivalence and SL P equivalence. When P = f1g (i.e. posets are irrelevant), the classi cation is classical. Matrices B and B 0 (of the same size, over R) are GL equivalent i they have a common Smith normal form, i the R-modules cok(B) and cok(B 0 ) are isomorphic. For more general P, a Smith form is not enough: modules attached to certain principal block submatrices appear as additional invariants, and also homomorphisms among these.
So, following H6], we attach to each matrix B in M P a diagram (the \K-web" of B) of homomorphisms of nitely generated R-modules. These are kernel and cokernel modules of certain principal submatrices of B related to the poset block structure. Given matrices B and B 0 in M P , we characterize the GL P and SL P equivalence of B and B 0 by the existence of an appropriate isomorphism of their K-webs. The problem of deciding when such K-web isomorphisms exist is tractable in some cases, but we have no general decision procedure.
While we work over a PID, the existing work we know on block equivalence KL] and the closely related subject of poset representations (e.g. NR, Ar, S]) mostly concerns matrices over a eld. Our exploitation of the poset blocking structure, our study of block SL equivalence, and our (limited) consideration of in nite matrices also appear to be unusual in the study of block equivalence.
Most results in this paper are extracted or generalized from the algebraic invariants introduced and computed for the case R = Zby the second author in H1]-H6], especially H4, H6], in the course of his classi cation of ow equivalence of shifts of nite type up to ow equivalence (following PS, BowF, F]), with applications to Cuntz-Krieger algebras (following C, CK, R]). Nevertheless, we have several reasons for the current paper. We develop the invariants (and the open problems which accompany them) in an accessible and purely matrix-theoretic form. The arguments of H5, H6] intertwine the algebraic questions with issues of positivity and symbolic dynamics. We sharpen and clarify the classifying algebraic results implicit in H4, H6]. In particular, given B; B 0 in M P with isomorphic K-webs, H4, H6] will produce an equivalence between possibly larger matrices B; B 0 , where e.g. the additional entries of B agree with the identity (see ( iota 4.10) for a precise de nition of ). In this paper we give complete results for matrices of a given xed size, and these require additional structure. There is a treatment of the SFT ow equivalence problem B] which di ers from the earlier approach of the second author H3, H6] and which reduces the ow equivalence classi cation to precisely the algebraic problem addressed in this paper. This treatment, which produces additional information, requires the current paper for completion. The results in the current paper on automorphisms induced by self-equivalences are applied in B] with results of that paper to give new information on the mapping class group of a shift of nite type. The SL P (Z) equivalence problem addressed in this paper is an easier cousin of SL P (Z t]) equivalence, which plays a role in the classi cation of shifts of nite type up to isomorphism which is analogous to the role of SL P (Z) equivalence for the classi cation up to ow equivalence. We want to understand the easier problem clearly. Finally, methods and results introduced in this paper may have application to the classi cation of nonsimple following H2, H3] . (We use \K" in \K-web" because when R = Z, the R-modules in the reduced K-web can be identi ed with the K-theoretic groups of certain ideals and quotients of an associated nonsimple Cuntz-Krieger C -algebra C] H6].)
We now describe the structure of the paper. In section definitions 2, we give precise de nitions and notation for our matrices and block structures. In section web 3, we de ne our diagrams (\K-webs") of homomorphisms, and the web isomorphisms induced by equivalences. In section results 4 we state our classi cation theorems; in addition to classifying poset block equivalence by isomorphisms of K-webs, we explain which web isomorphisms can be induced by an equivalence. The proofs are carried out in sections , in the case R is a eld, applies the equivalence results to classify matrices in M P up to GL P similarity.
We thank Shmuel Friedland and Lawrence Levy for helpful comments.
Definitions definitions
For the rest of the paper, we x a poset (partially ordered set) (P; ), or simply P. We describe the order with a relation satisfying the following conditions (in which < refers to the usual order on N) for all i; j; k in P:
i j =) i < j ; and order (2.1) i j k =) i k :
Here we write i j to mean that i j and i 6 = j. We can visualize the poset as an acyclic directed graph with vertex set f1; :::; Ng and transitions i ! j i i j.
We say that a matrix (or a block in a matrix) is square if its rows and columns are indexed by the same set. Let n denote the vector (n 1 ; : : :; n N ), where n i 2 f1; 2; : : :; 1g = N f1g, and 1 denotes countable in nity. We say a square matrix M is \n-blocked" if it splits into blocks M ij ; 1 i; j N, where M ij denotes the intersection of the ith block row and the jth block column, and has size n i n j . We also use the notation Mfi; jg = M ij and Mfig = M ii . More generally, for s P, we let Mfsg denote the principal submatrix of M on blocks indexed by s. For example, Mfi; jg = M ij and Mfig = M ii .
Let M P (n; R) denote the set of n-blocked matrices, with entries in R, satisfying the following conditions: If M ij is not the zero block, then i j. For all but nitely many entries of M, M(s; t) = st . In the latter condition, we used the Kronecker delta: st = 1 if s = t and st = 0 otherwise. This condition is vacuous if every n i is nite. The matrices in M P (n; R) are block upper triangular and in addition certain blocks above the diagonal must be zero. The set M P (n; R) is closed under addition, and is closed under matrix multiplication because the relation is transitive.
For M 2 M P (n; R), we de ne the determinant detM in the obvious way: it equals detF for any nite principal submatrix F such that M(s; t) = st except for entries (s; t) of F. Let SL P (n; R) denote the set of matrices in M P (n; R) with determinant 1 and similarly let GL P (n; R) denote the set of matrices in M P (n; R) with determinant a unit in R. So, in the trivial case N = 1, there is no block condition and we have SL P (n; R) = SL(n 1 ; R) and GL P (n; R) = GL(n 1 ; R). We will use abbreviated notations such as M P , GL P , and SL P for M P (n; R), GL P (n; R), and SL P (n; R); also M(R) or M for M P (n 1 ; R), GL or GL(R) for GL P (n 1 ; R), and SL or SL(R) for for SL P (n 1 ; R).
We say two matrices B; B 0 in M P are equivalent in M P (or are GL P equivalent) if there are matrices U; V in GL P such that UBV = B 0 . We say they are SL P equivalent if in addition U and V are in SL P . (If n 1 = 1 and e.g. R = Z, then two matrices in GL(n 1 ; R) are SL(R) equivalent if and only if they lie in the same element of the algebraic K-theory group K 1 (R) Ros].) groupremark Remark 2.2. Note, the semigroups SL P (n; R) and GL P (n; R) are actually groups. For example, given B 2 SL P (n; R), by assumption the diagonal blocks of B are invertible, so we may nd a block diagonal matrix D in SL P (n; R) such that every diagonal block of DB is an identity matrix. Then we may multiply by elementary matrices E i in SL P (n; R) to clear out any remaining nonzero o diagonal entries.
So, if E is the product of these E i in the appropriate order, then EDB = I. But ED 2 SL P (n; R) because SL P (n; R) is a semigroup.
The K-web web
We adopt the notations and de nitions of the previous section.
To any element B of M P we will attach a diagram of homomorphisms of Rmodules (the \K-web" of B), which will be an invariant of GL P -equivalence. For SL P -equivalence there will be a ner invariant. Then we will de ne the isomorphism of K-webs induced by an equivalence. The invariant is built up from exact sequences derived from two by two block triangular matrices H5], and we discuss these next.
2 2 block triangular matrices. Let and with these homomorphisms, the following sequence is exact:
; where S 0 ; U and V are presented with the same 2 2 block structure as S, and also (U; V ) is an equivalence from S to S 0 , that is USV = S 0 with U and V invertible. The veri cation of the proposition is an exercise H5]. In the proposition, \iso-morphism" means that each of the maps a; b; c; d is an R-module isomorphism and the diagram commutes.
Because R is a PID, a nitely generated R-module is the direct sum of a free module F and a torsion module T. An endomorphism ': F T ! F T has the form (f; t) 7 ! (' 1 (f); ' 2 (f; t)). Of course, the endomorphism ' 1 : F ! F can be represented as multiplying vectors in the free module F by some matrix 1 over R, and det ( 1 ) is independent of the choice of basis for the vector representation. We de ne det(' 1 ) = det( 1 ) and det(') = det(' 1 ). In the case F = 0 we adopt the notational convention that det(') = det(' 1 ) = 1. (E 11 ) and det(a) = det(F 11 ). Now E 22 W = WF 22 implies det(E 22 ) = det (F 22 ) and then det(E 11 )det(E 22 ) = 1 and det(F 11 )det(F 22 ) = 1 imply det(E 11 ) = det (F 11 ). This proves the proposition in the special case.
In the general case, it is a consequence of the Smith normal form (reviewed in Section results 4) that there exist P; Q in GL(R) such that PDQ has the form 0 0 0 W The full K-web of B.
We say a subset s of P is convex if s is nonempty and for all k in P, fi; jg s and i k j =) k 2 s : We say a subset d of P is a di erence set if d is convex and there are convex sets r; s in P, r s, such that d = s n r and i 2 r and j 2 d =) j 6 i : The (reduced) K-web of B.
The full K-web of B is a powerful (often complete) invariant of GL P equivalence. We will focus on a more managable invariant, the reduced K-web of B, which turns out to be equally strong (Corollary equallystrong 4.12). The reduced K-web is a certain subfamily of the modules and strands comprising the full K-web. To describe these, we use a little more notation. For i 2 P, let r i = fj: j ig and s i = fj: j ig; so, if r i is nonempty then fig = s xzFrom this point on, unless we refer explicitly to a full K-web, by K-web we will mean the reduced K-web. We write K(B) for the K-web of B. K(B) depends on P and is de ned for B 2 M P .
Example 3.6. The diagram below gives the K-web for the poset P = f1; 2; 3; 4g for which the order agrees with except that 1 2. For this P and B 2 M P , there is no R 1 (since 1 has no predecessor), R 2 = R 3 = Bf1g, R 4 = Bf1; 2; 3g; S 1 = Bf1g, S 2 = Bf1; 2g, S 3 = Bf1; 3g, S 4 = B; and D i = Bfig; i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Induced isomorphism and SL isomorphism of K-webs. Given P, the de nition of isomorphism of (full or reduced) K-webs is obvious: an isomorphism is a collection of isomorphisms of all correspondingly indexed modules, which intertwine all the corresponding strands. Suppose B; B 0 are in M P and UBV = B 0 , with U; V in GL P . When s is a convex set in P, one easily checks that there is an induced equivalence UfsgBfsgV fsg = B 0 fsg : Therefore, given a convex set d which is the di erence set of convex sets, d = s n r, It follows from the discussion of the 2 2 block case that these are indeed Rmodule isomorphisms, and that adding these isomorphisms to the disjoint union of the full K-webs of B and B 0 produces a commuting diagram as required. We call the collection of these induced isomorphisms the full K-web isomorphism induced by the equivalence (U; V ). The K-web isomorphism (U;V ) induced by (U; V ) is simply the restriction of the full K-web isomorphism to the modules of the reduced We summarize our discussion in the following theorem. (1) There exist GL(R) matrices U; V such that UBV = B 0 if and only if the R-modules cokB and cokB 0 are isomorphic.
(2) There exist SL(R) matrices U; V such that UBV = B 0 if and only if the R-modules cokB and cokB 0 are isomorphic and detB = detB 0 .
We record the following corollary of these facts. we have that B 0 is GL P (SL P ) equivalent to a matrix B 00 such that Bfig = B 00 fig for all i in P. Consequently, to address problems involving GL P or SL P equivalence, we can reduce to the case where B and B 0 have corresponding diagonal blocks equal. For simplicity, we will make this equal-diagonal-blocks assumption in the statement of our main results. Then ' is SL-allowable i det(M) 1 (mod ), and ' is GL-allowable i det(M) u (mod ) for some unit u in R. So, while the isomorphism class of the K-web is an invariant of GL P equivalence, it is in general not a complete invariant. Among various special cases, we single out a few in the following easy corollaries of the preceding results. The classi cation results have a stabilization corollary, which is applied in B]. We give notation for that statement now. iota De nition 4.10. Given n r, we have a natural embedding n;r = : M P (n; Z) ! M P (r; Z) as follows. For each ij, the map embeds the ij block of M as the upper left corner of the ij block of M. Outside this embedded upper left corner, the ij block of M is zero if i 6 = j and agrees with the identity matrix if i = j.
Make the following observation: the map induces an isomorphism of K-webs and respects the additional SL invariants. The stabilization corollary below follows from this observation and the classi cation results. stable Corollary 4.11 (Stabilization) . Suppose B and B 0 are matrices in M P (n; R). Suppose n r, and let be the embedding of M P (n; R) into M P (r; R) given above.
Suppose for all i that n i < r i implies gcd Bfig = 1.
Then B is GL P (n; R) equivalent to B 0 if and only if B is GL P (r; R) equivalent to B 0 ; and B is SL P (n; R) equivalent to B 0 if and only if B is SL P (r; R) equivalent to B 0 . equallystrong Corollary 4.12. Suppose B and B 0 are matrices in M P (n; R). If there is an isomorphism of their reduced K-webs, then there is an isomorphism of their full K-webs. If they have equal diagonal blocks and there is an SL isomorphism of their reduced K-webs, then there is an SL isomorphism of their full K-webs. Proof. If necessary after applying an embedding of B and B 0 , we may assume that each diagonal block in B and B 0 has gcd=1. Then the result follows from the classi cation theorems and the induction of a full K-web isomorphism by an equivalence.
Discussion. How good are the K-web invariants? The K-webs are computable, and the invariants can be used to give subtle examples of nonequivalence (e.g., Example examplegnots 7.2). But, although there are some tractable cases (see Section cases 8), even over Zor Q we have no general algorithm for deciding isomorphism or SL isomorphism of K-webs, we have no canonical forms, and we have no characterization of the diagrams which arise as K-webs. So our theorems are by no means the end to the problem of understanding block equivalence of matrices in M P .
The classi cation of K-webs involves known hard problems (already familiar in the block equivalence problem KL]). In a given poset, it could be the case that j has several immediate predecessors i, so that there are strands in the K-web from several modules cokS i into cokR j . The images in cokR j can overlap. Therefore determining the isomorphism of K-webs involves the subproblem of classifying how these images can overlap. When R is a eld, this is the topic of classifying representations of partially ordered sets, initiated by Nazarova and Roiter NR] and studied subsequently in dozens of papers (some of which are reviewed in Ar, S]).
For more general rings (e.g. Z), this is the topic of classifying R-representations of posets Ar, Pl], which seems to be less developed.
The problem of classifying poset representations has as a subproblem the following problem: classify n-tuples of matrices over R up to simultaneous similarity. For R = C, a classi cation scheme was given by Friedland Fri] . For R = Z, see Fa] , and for decision procedures (for n = 1) G, GS].
Equivalences inducing cokernel isomorphisms induced
Posets are not involved in this section. The purpose of this section is the proof of Theorem (1) b 1 = .
(2) b i jb i+1 if b i 6 = 0, 1 i < ,
b i = b i+1 if b i+1 =b i is a unit, 2 i < . In the last property above, we exclude the case i = 1 because after achieving the Smith form as UBV with U and V invertible, we multiplyU by diag((detU ?1 ; 1; : : :; 1)) and V by diag((detV ?1 ; 1; : : :; 1)) to achieve an SL equivalence. To write b 1 = , if necessary we revise our choice of (multiplying it by a unit). Matrix presentation for in Aut(cokB).
We write the initially given matrix M with the blocking of B in ( Let e U denote the automorphism of cokB induced by U. If there are self-equivalences (U 1 ; V 1 ) and (U 2 ; V 2 ) of B such that the matrix U 1 MU 2 induces the identity map on cokB, then e U 1 ' e U 2 = Id, so ' = ( e U 1 ) ?1 ( e U 2 ) ?1 . So, our strategy will be to multiply M from the left and right by matrices U arising from self-equivalences until we have produced a matrix which acts like the identity.
The supply of induced automorphisms. We will assemble four types of matrix U which occur in SL self-equivalences (U; V ) of B. In each case, U = Id except perhaps on a principal submatrix, and we describe this principal submatrix. Here e.g. Ufjg is the 1 1 matrix whose entry is U(j; j), and Uffi; jgg is the 2 2 principal submatrix of U on indices i; j, where 1 i < j (the matrices U,B are ). We let U (j) denote the principal submatrix of U on the indices t for which t 2 and b t = s j , and suppose the block s j I in B is m j m j . Here are the four types.
(1) U (j) = C; for any C 2 GL(m j ; R); 1 j k.
(2) Uffi; jgg = ( 1 x 0 1 ) ; if x 2 R. The nal step.
After applying SL equivalences, we have reduced to the case where M satis es ( We may replace S 0 with S 0 V 0 , and so without loss of generality we simply assume that X 1 = X 0 1 . Let (I + F) be a matrix such that for all x, the coset c( x]) in cokS 0 equals (I + F)x]. Express F in the 3 3 block form above, On account of the second commuting square, all columns in the rst block column of F lie in the image of S 0 . So we may revise our choice of F to require F i1 = 0 for 1 i 3.
On account of the third commuting square, there is a block matrix
So we may revise our choice of F again by subtracting from ? (U n ; V n ) j = 0 j for 1 j n. Because ( 2 6.3) holds for 1 i < n, we have 0 j = Id for 1 j < n. Because ( 3 6.4) holds for 1 i < n, we have 0 n = n . Therefore it su ces to nd (U n ; V n ) satisfying ( 1 6.2), ( 3 6.4), ( 4 6.5) for i = n and also ? (U n ; V n ) j = Id ; 1 j < n 5 (6.6) = n ; j = n :
If n has no predecessor in P, then we may use (U n ; V n ) = (Id; Id). So suppose n has a predecessor. De ne S = B n?1 fL n g = R X 0 D and
in which D = Bfng = B 0 fng. Denote 0 n as (a 0 n ; b 0 n ; c 0 n d 0 n ), then 0 n = (a 0 n ; Id; c 0 n ; Id).
Appealing to Lemma lemma 6.1, pick invertible U 00 ; V 00 with block forms compatible with the blocking of S and S 0 and satisfying U 00 = I 0 I ; V 00 = I 0 C ; such that U 00 SV 00 = S 0 , (U 00 ; V 00 ) = n , and if det(a 0 n ) = 1, then detV 00 = 1. Let U n and V n be the matrices satisfying ( 3 6.4) which agree with U 00 and V 00 on L i . Set B n = U n B n?1 V n .
Clearly U n ; V n ; B n satisfy ( 5 6.6) and for i = n satisfy ( 1 6.2) and ( 3 6.4). It remains to verify ( 4 6.5) for i = n. So, suppose is an SL K-web isomorphism. Then by the inductive assumption, (U i ; V i ) is an SL P equivalence for 1 i < n. Consequently 0 is an SL K-web isomorphism. Because d 0 n = Id, it follows that det(a 0 n ) = 1, and therefore detV 00 = 1, which implies that (U n ; V n ) is an SL P equivalence. This nishes the proof of the theorem.
Examples examples examplewebiso
Example 7.1. This is an example of B and B 0 which are not GL P equivalent, but which have SL isomorphic K-webs. We use P = f1; 2g with 1 2, and set We leave to the reader the veri cation that we have de ned three isomorphisms giving a commuting diagram as claimed. The example does not contradict our classi cation theorems, because the isomorphism of K-webs given uses an automorphism cokB 1 ! cokB 1 which is not allowable. examplegnots Example 7.2. We will exhibit two matrices B; B 0 2 M P (Z) which are GL P equivalent and which have corresponding diagonal blocks equal, but which are not SL P equivalent.
We use the poset P = f1; 2; 3; 4g for which the order agrees with < except Let V be the permutation matrix that switches the 3rd and 4th columns of B. Then BV = B 0 and therefore B and B 0 are GL P equivalent. To show B and B 0 are not SL P equivalent, by Theorem gslclassification 4.6 it su ces to show that the full K-webs K(B) and K(B 0 ) are not SL isomorphic. (We could alternately show the reduced K-webs are not isomorphic, but the argument would be more complicated.) The full web includes the following four exact sequences (associated respectively to the di erence sets f1; 2g n f2g, f1; 3g n f3g, f2; 4g n f4g, and f3; 4g n f4g). (1) For each group in one of the sequences above, the corresponding groups in K(B) and K(B 0 ) are the same (not just isomorphic). But this is a contradiction, because a 3 = 1 since intertwines the arrows kerD 3 ! cokD 1 . Therefore no SL isomorphism of the full K-webs of B and B 0 can exist, and these matrices are not SL P equivalent.
Special cases cases
In this section we consider several special cases in which the complete K-web invariants for poset block equivalence can be simpli ed.
The case with R a eld and P linearly ordered. Now suppose P is linearly ordered (that is, the relation on f1; : : :; Ng is the same as <), and R is a eld. For purposes of contrast and illustration, we'll give the classi cation up to GL P (R) equivalence in this case, even though this is contained in the more general results of KL]. We'll consider the GL P equivalence in M P (n; R) (so, the ith diagonal block of a matrix in this set is n i n i ) in the case that every n i < 1. The in nite matrix case is essentially the same and the SL case is similar.
Every element of M P (n; R) is GL P (R) equivalent to a block upper triangular matrix in a certain canonical form, and a complete invariant for GL P (R) equivalence in M P (n; R) is given by an array of numbers r i;j , 1 i j N, where r i;j is the rank of the ij block (of size n i n j , of course) of the canonical form. To describe the canonical form, let us suppose for convenience that a block M ij has rows indexed by f1; : : :; n i g and columns indexed by f1; : : :; n j g. Let us say the block is standard if every entry is zero, except that there might be integers g h such that M ij (t; t) = 1 for g t h. Now a matrix M is in the canonical form if the following hold (in which M i denotes the principal submatrix M i1 M i2 : : :M iN ):
Each block is standard. A block M ij is zero if i > j.
A row or column of M has at most one nonzero entry. If a row of M i is the zero row, then every lower row in M i is also the zero row. To get a picture of the canonical form, and see how it is achieved, we'll discuss the 3 3 case. Begin with B as given in block form. Multiplying from both sides by invertible block diagonal matrices, put each diagonal block into the standard form, then add multiples of each I block along the diagonal to zero out the rest of any row or column through that block. This produces the matrix B 0 with the block form shown (each 2 2 block in B 0 replaces some B ij , and correspondingly has n i rows and n j columns). Now repeat these operations through the blocks C ij formed, and then nally through the last block D. This produces a matrix F in the canonical form (rather than exhibit F, we leave it to the reader's visualization).
One way to check that this form is canonical is to recover the numbers r ij as invariants from the K-web. For this linear/ eld case, the K web reduces to the (N) in which we use B (i) to denote Bf1; : : :; ig, and the image of f n equals the kernel of g n+1 . Now n i ? r ii = dim(kerBfig). For 1 < i < j N, the dimension of the image of cokB (1) in cokB (j) under the map g j g 2 is equal to n 1 ?(r 11 + +r 1j ); so for 1 j N, r 1j is determined by the K-web. Similarly, for 1 < i < j N, the dimension of the image of cokB (i) and we can recursively recover the entire r ij array from dimension data determined by the isomorphism class of the K-web.
If the order is not linear, then in general we cannot put an element of M P (R) into this canonical form, because some of the clearing out operations may not be allowed.
The nonsingular case.
If R is a eld, then any two nonsingular elements of M P (R) are GL P (R) equivalent. One can verify this by observing that every group in the K-web of such an element vanishes, or by using allowed operations to reduce a nonsingular matrix to the identity. In this nonsingular case, the additional invariants for the SL equivalence are the determinants of the diagonal blocks. Now suppose only that R is a PID, and B is a nonsingular matrix in M P (R).
Then every cokernel module in the K-web of B is a torsion module, and for each i with a predecessor in P, the ith level K-web map cokR i ! cokS i of ( iyiyi 3.5) is injective (on account of the exactness, since ker(D i ) = 0). Consequently each of these cokernel modules ultimately embeds in cokB. We end up with a torsion module (cokB) and a list of distinguished submodules (the embeddings of the cokernel modules cokR i and cokS i ); isomorphism of the K-webs of B and B 0 is equivalent to isomorphism of the torsion modules cokB and cokB 0 respecting the distinguished submodules. Moreover, here we can neglect the modules cokR i , as they are determined as unions of the cokS j for which j i. In particular, if P is linearly ordered, then cokS i = cokB (i) for all i in P, and K(B) is completely characterized by cokB with the chain of distinguished submodules cokB (1) cokB (2) cokB (N) = cokB (in which cokB (i) is identi ed with its image under the embedding g N g i+1 ).
In the nonsingular case, the subtle issue of paired determinants disappears. The additional invariant for SL isomorphism of K webs here is simply the list of determinants of the diagonal blocks. For R = Z, the absolute value of these determinants can be extracted from the K-web data, and the only additional information is the list of signs of determinants of diagonal blocks. Thus, as invariants of GL P (R) equivalence we get rst the isomorphism classes of those cokernels colcokB 1 and rowcokB 4 and then (after passing to the problem of considering matrices with equal diagonal blocks) an orbit of the action on the tensor product module colcokB 1 rowcokB 4 by Aut(colcokB 1 ) Aut(rowcokB 4 ).
(In the case that the diagonal block cokernels are free R-modules, we can identify B 2 ] with a matrix and the orbit is simply the GL(R) equivalence class of this matrix.) Under the assumption that the gcd of the entries of each diagonal block is 1, we have shown that the cokernel automorphisms are induced by (block diagonal) SL P (R) self equivalences, and it follows that colcokB 1 , rowcokB 4 , and the orbit of B 2 ] in colcokB 1 rowcokB 4 under the action of \product-type" isomorphisms comprise a complete invariant of GL P (R) equivalence. The additional invariants for SL P (R) equivalence are simply det(B 1 ) and det (B 4 .1 reduces the classi cation of square matrices over F up to similarity over F to the theory of equivalence of matrices over a PID, as is well known (e.g. AW, Ne]). In this section, we will generalize this classical theory to the classi cation of matrices in M P (F) up to GL P similarity. De nition 9.2. Let F be a eld and B; B 0 2 M P (n; F). The matrices B and B 0 are said to be GL P similar over F if there is S 2 GL P (n; F) such that S ?1 BS = B 0 .
Geometrically, GL P similarity re ects the constraint that the similarity must preserves certain invariant subspaces (Sec. 4 of H5]). Recall (Remark groupremark 2.2), if S is in GL P (n; F), then so is S ?1 . Suppose gcd(tI ? B) 6 = 1. Then B = cI for some constant c 2 F. Then cok(tI ? B) = cok (t ? c)I], so we have an isomorphism F k ! cok(tI ? B) given by the rule v 7 ! v], and we see that for every automorphism of the F t]-module cok(tI ? B) there exists a unique matrix P( ) = P 2 GL(k; F) such that is given by the rule : v] 7 ! Pv]. Also, P(tI ? B)P ?1 = P(t ? c)P ?1 = tI ? B; so, (P; P ?1 ) is a self-equivalence which induces .
Remark 9.4. For the case tI?B = (t?c)I in the proof above, an automorphism of cok(tI ?B) is SL allowable if and only if the matrix P( ) over F has determinant 1. This is because SL allowability requires that there exist Q 2 SL(k; F t]) such that Q P mod (t?c), and then the conditions det(P) 2 F and det(P) 1 mod (t?c) imply det(P) = 1.
The following theorem generalizes Theorem (1) B and B 0 are GL P similar over F. (1) ) (3) Suppose B 0 = S ?1 BS for some S 2 GL P (n; F). We let R 0 = S ?1 , S 0 = S and (3) follows.
(3) ) (2) It is trivial, since GL P (n; F) GL P (n; F t]).
(2) ) (3) Suppose U(t); V (t) in GL P (n; F t]) satisfy (tI ? B 0 ) = U(t)(tI ? B)V (t). Now we show that U(t) = (tI ? B 0 )P(t) + T 0 and V (t) = Q(t)(tI ? B 0 ) + S 0 scalarpart (9.6) for some P(t); Q(t) 2 M P (n; F t]) and S 0 ; T 0 2 M P (n; F).
Let us prove the rst equation in ( scalarpart 9.6). Since U(t) 2 GL P (n; F t]), we have U(t) = P m i=0 U i t i for some U i 2 M P (n; F); i = 0; 1; : : :; m. Let P(t) = P m?1 i=0 P i t i , where P i 2 M P (n; F); i = 0; 1; : : :; m ? 1, are de ned inductively as follows: P m?1 = U m ; P m?2 = U m?1 + B 0 P m?1 ; ; P 1 = U 2 + B 0 P 2 ; P 0 = U 1 + B 0 P 1 ; and nally, we de ne T 0 := U 0 +B 0 P 0 2 M P (n; F). Then U(t) = (tI?B 0 )P(t)+T 0 .
The second equation in ( scalarpart 9.6) can be proved exactly the same way.
Since U(t) ?1 (tI ? B 0 ) = (tI ? B)V (t), using the second equation in ( Let W = U(t) ?1 ? (tI ? B)Q(t). Since M P (n; F t]) is closed under addition, subtraction and multiplication, and GL P (n; F t]) M P (n; F t]) is closed under inversion, we have W 2 M P (n; (2) ) (4). It follows from Theorem 3.8 (4) ) (2). Because their K-webs are isomorphic, we may by Proposition Remark 9.8. As the proof shows, the conditions (1), (2) and (3) in Theorem posetsim 9.5 are still equivalent under the weaker assumption that F is a commutative ring with 1. The classical version of this fact (i.e., the case P = f1g) is well known (see Remark 5.3.9 in AW]).
